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Childwatch International Research Network Board meeting 
16 – 17 June 2008, Florence, Italy 

 

Minutes 

 

Present Board members: Irene Rizzini (President), Robbie Gilligan (Vice President), Mohammad 

Shaheen (Vice President), Marta Arango, Julie Meeks-Gardner, Per Egil Mjaavatn, Usha Nayar, 

Rose September 

Secretariat: Jon-Kristian Johnsen, Pernille Skotte  

Absentees: Roger Hart was prevented from coming last minute due to cancelled flights from 

New York.  

 

Monday 16 June 
President Irene Rizzini opened the meeting, welcoming the Board members.  

Jon-Kristian presented the agenda. The Board decided on prioritizing of the agenda points 

agreeing that the meeting would focus on planning of the UN Convention 20th Anniversary 

Conference in 2009.  

2009 UN CRC conference  

Status 

The Secretariat presented the status of the planning of an Africa based conference in 2009.  

Since the Board meeting in Jamaica in October 2007 we have been preparing for an event 

marking the 20th Anniversary of the United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC) 

in collaboration with the Unicef Innocenti Research Centre (Unicef-IRC). The particular focus of 

this event will be the role of research in realizing the rights of the child. Researchers, 

practitioners and policy makers will join in discussions on the progress so far and the way ahead.  

The Africa Child Policy Forum (www.africanchildforum.org) has joined in the efforts to organize 

the event and has taken on the task of hosting it in Addis Ababa.  

http://www.africanchildforum.org/
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The secretariat and Unicef-IRC have established links with the CRC Committee in Geneva as well 

as the NGO group for the CRC. We are working to get them on board either as a part of the 

working group or in other productive ways in preparation for the conference. In addition we are 

approaching other possible partners: regional bodies like the African Union and the African 

committee of Experts on the Rights and Welfare of the Child, foundations such as the Bernard 

Van Leer Foundation and Oak Foundation and national development agencies (eg. Swedish Sida 

and Norwegian Norad). 

The Board agreed that Childwatch International will partner with the Africa Child Policy Forum to 

organize a conference on the knowledge status of the implementation of the rights of the child in 

2009. 

Organizing such an event is feasible within the given time frame if we take this into 

consideration when planning size and focus of the conference.  

 

Focus and way ahead 

The board discussed thematic focus, title and legacy for the planned event.  

Title 

It was suggested to continue using the title Childhoods as part of the title of the event, as this 

would draw on our earlier success (-es), and open for cooperation with participants and funders 

from the 2005 conference in Oslo. This was rejected primarily because we do not want this to be 

a regular research conference. It was even suggested we might use a different term than 

“conference”, as it might give the wrong associations. It was decided that the Board members 

would think about alternative terms for the event and continue the discussion with the 

Secretariat.  

Legacy and focus 

What legacy we want the event to have needs to be taken into account as we plan. A report, 

declaration or written statements pointing at the way ahead needs to be developed in order to 

make a mark and for the event not to be just another conference. The research focus needs to 

be very clear and be at the top of the agenda, with particular focus on how research can be a 

part of rights implementation and monitoring. How have policy makers and govenments used 

research to implement the Convention, and how can this be done in the future? How can 

research be designed, carried out and communicated in such a way that it influences  these 

processes? Both discussions and the final document should give focus and direction across 

different stake holders.  

Thematically the conference needs to take into account a wide range of themes represented in 

the UN Convention. We need to hold on to the wide focus without becoming shallow. In order 

to achieve this a given number of papers should be commissioned to give a framework for the 
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discussions. Suggested themes from the Board: What was the purpose of the CRC? How did it 

change the qualities of children’s lives; Equality and exclusion; The economies of children; How 

do we look at the CRC as a tool to changing children’s lives? The CRC as a protective and 

promotional tool for children.  

All themes should keep focus on the next 20 years – as well as give a sense of how the world is 

different from 1989 in a wider world context. Eg. Climatic change. Is the convention a tool that 

encompass such changes and still secure the rights of children and empower children. 

The event will be global, but with an African focus. 

 

Session with Unicef Innocenti Research Centre 

Marta Santos Pais, Director, and Senior Fellow Trond Waage of the Unicef Innocenti Research 

Centre in Florence joined the Board in a session to discuss issues of common interest. Items on 

the agenda were the cooperation in planning of the 2009 conference and the Agreement of 

cooperation  between the two units. 

UN Convention on the Rights of the Child 20th Anniversary Conference 

Marta emphasised strongly her own commitment as well as the commitment of the UNICEF 

Innocenti Research Centre to the plans for an event marking the 20th Anniversary of the CRC and 

with a focus on the role of research.  

A number of points that Marta brought up were in agreement with the former discussion of the 

Board: The event should be multi-dimentional, but with a focus on research. An aim should be 

to make a more informed climate on how to include research in policy making. The event should 

look ahead at what the world should be in 20 years, and how the research community can 

contribute to a positive development, in collaboration with other actors. The event gives an 

opportunity to have initial discussions on the future global agenda for children’s rights. 

Thematic focus 

An important theme for the conference came up in the discussions with Marta and Trond 

namely the implementation process: Reporting mechanisms and instruments to secure the 

rights of children. How is the work of the Committee and of the national reports on the different 

international legal instruments instrumental in making a reality of the articles in the CRC? The 

following issues were suggested as possible commissioning of a paper to focus on this issue: 

- What kind of a Committee do we want to have – what kind of support will it need – 
mainstreaming – how can it be better equipped to montor and follow up. 

- How to hold governments accountable. How can mechanisms make the governments 
change? 

- How to renew policies. Energize. Research can play a part – how? Pivotal issue. 
- Beyond indicators.  
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- Violence study illustrates how data is not available. This has not been made evident 
through the regular CRC monitoring. 

- The Millennium Development Goals 
 

In addittion it was suggested that the event could focus on issues that have not been high on the 

international agenda, eg. the issue of children and migration.  

Focus on linkages between other instruments was also suggested. In particular the Millennium 

Development Goals. What happens after 2015?  

Potential partners, supporters and participants 

In addittion to the mentioned potential partners for the conference the following partners were 

suggested as supporters and participants: 

- Unicef regional offices 

- Possibly Unicef main office when and if regional offices support the event. 

- Governments – to present positive experiences with using research in implementation 

(one or two in the South, eg. South Africa). This could give positive inscentives for 

political follow up. 

- Parliamentarians (Inter Parliamentary Union) 

- Ombuds for children – to discuss the realities of the implementation of children’s rights 

- European Commission – based on the new European strategy for the rights of the child 

that comes into force in 2009. 

- Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights 

Partners and supporters can create legitimacy, interest and engagement and add political 

elements that achieves a follow up of the conference both regionally and internationally.  

Main success criterion is the quality of discussions – research that has a bearing on the 

implementation of the convention - not the number of participants. 

Where do we have funding? We have to identify donors. Possible to attract support from: 

- Big international companies – attracted by corporate responsibility and engagement.  

- Member states – attracted by the possibility to learn for future implementation 

Title 

Marta suggested the title Children’s rights at the cross-road. This title received support from the 

Board.  
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Follow up 

 Main strategy must be set by September. A plan with a detailed reverse time 

line that specifies responsibilities and tasks. 

 The secretariat will work on a two page information note to present to 

potential partners and supporters stating the objectives and goals of the event.  

  Formation of an organizing committee (initially respresented by Childwatch 

International, Africa Child Policy Forum. This group will work on the agenda, the 

design of the event and set dates for the event.  

 Meeting the committee in September or early October to discuss strategy and 

the committee (or committee members) possible involvement.  

 Work on a funding strategy. 

 Commissioning of papers on crucial and important issues – to facilitate 

informed discussions at the conference. 

 

Cooperation Agreement with Innocenti 

Both parties expressed that the Agreement of cooperation for the period 2007 and 2008 had 

been very useful. Unicef-IRC and Childwatch International have in particular collaborated 

successfully on the issue of Child Poverty, now resulting in the setting up of a research network, 

and also in initializing the planning of the 2009 Anniversary conference.  The Child Friendly 

Communities and Cities project is also an example of successful collaboration during the last 

year. It is in both our interests to continue this collaboration and set up a new agreement for a 

new period. 

 A new agenda will be written with more focus on general cooperation, pointing out particular 

areas of joint interest and existing common projects. In the listing of areas of joint interest it is 

particular interest to emphasise the strengthening of research capacity in the South as well as 

certain topics like migration, monitoring mechanisms and law reform. 

A document evaluating the cooperation to date can be  useful as an attachment to the 

agreement. 

Follow-up 

 A new agreement will be drawn up by the Secretariat and Marta / Trond,  and discussed 

at the Unicef-IRC Board of directors meeting early July. 
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Organizational matters 

The Board briefly discussed the follow up points of the minutes from the Board meeting in 

Jamaica October 2007.   

Funding situation of the network 

The funding for 2008 – 2010 from Norad is secured in a new three year agreement. 

Status of study groups and regional networks 

A few general challenges were presented for our groups and networks: 

1. Communication. The groups are expected to communicate with the rest of the 

network in order to keep the work open for involvement by other researchers and 

also to keep processed transparent. The new web site will hopefully cater for this 

task. 

2. Expectations and roles need to be clarified. This goes for all the groups and is 

particularly important when it comes to use of money from Childwatch (no salaries to 

be covered by the network).  

3. Thirdly it is important to keep in mind that the way the funding is spent should reflect 

the aim of the network to support the South. 

 

Middle East and North Africa regional network 

The network had a successful meeting in November 2007. A report will be available shortly. 

Child Participation 

The Board discussed briefly the situation of the three groups focusing on issues concerning 

children’s participation. The Colombia – New York joint project is still waiting for funding. The 

other three groups are all launching books this year. The citizenship group was present at the 

international child research conference in Cyprus late May this year. The Asia Pacific regional 

network are contributing to an edited book published by Routledge this year (draft of chapter 

circulated, not to be circulated outside the Board) in addition to publishing their own book.  

 The three groups need to communicate, in particular with focus on joint efforts 

at the 2009 conference. 

 Setting up a blog on participation was mentioned. 

 The publications should announced on the Childwatch International web site. 

 Lessons learned from the projects should be available on the web site. 
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Training of young researchers 

Evaluating and clarifying the learning experience. Simplifying the experience. Translating the 

methodologies, not the documents. Usha and Julie can contribute to the translation and 

evaluation of the process. 

Post evaluation. Could we commission somebody? What impact did this have? A need for a 

learning document was expressed by the Board.  

The group will meet in Colombia in November. The participants of the training program will be 

there. This is a timely opportunity to eveluate the program. 

Follow up: 

The regional network will set up and figure out a model for elaborating a learning document.  

Other issues 

The Board decided to follow up the issue of democratization (and well-being) in schools, since 

this was not taken up by the network members through the call for funding. I could be possible 

to commission a paper on this for the 2009 conference. A terms of reference should be drafted. 

Important to look at existing cross-national studies that may have relevant data. 

Follow up: 

Per Egil will draft a terms of reference for a possible commissioning of a discussion paper for the 

2009 conference. 

Membership 

Through the re-design and updating of the Childwatch International web site, a thorough job 

mapping both Childwatch activities and the Key Institutions' work will be carried through. This 

will update the information available and make it more accessible and clearer who are involved 

in what and what activities are currently happening in our network.  

Individuals who are involved in activities but are not members of Childwatch should be 

mentioned on the respective project sites of the web site.  

Key Institutions that are not submitting updated information for the web site will not have their 

information available on the web site. All will be sent three announcements. 

Follow up 

The membership discussion from the Jamaica Board meeting will be followed up by the 

Secretariat during the next period before 2009 conference. 
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Communication 

The Board members decided to give the CWBoard googlegroup another chance. It has not been 

functioning well because people have had trouble logging on and entering the site. A brief 

tutorial was given. 

The Secretariat and Board members have tried to use Skype as a tool. These experiences has 

shown that it might not be a good tool for group conferences. 

Accounts 2007 

The accounts for 2007 were approved.  

 Follow up: For next meeting, set up accounts in percentages and in comparison with 

previous year.   

Work Plan 2008 

The budget reflects allocation to different study groups and activities.  

Budget 

Follow up: For next meeting, set up accounts and budget in the same document. 

 

 

 


